
Because the readers of Aloha Dream have voted Rod King
as one of the Inductees to the European Steel Guitar Hall of
Fame, I contacted Rod and asked him for a bio, this is what
he sent me ..

I started to learn the Hawaiian guitar, as I knew it then,
about 1953. My dad had read an article in Practical
Mechanics magazine - 'How to make a electric one
string fiddle' !  He liked making technical things and
was intrigued. He made this device as instructed 
(using an old headphone earpiece as a pickup). He
used the gramophone input on our radio as an ampli-
fier and, wonder of wonders, it worked! My dad wasn't
interested in this D I Y wonder beyond the making of it,
but I was intrigued by the pickup.
The magazine later published an article 'How to make
an electric guitar pickup', this time I was the one to
take up the challenge and after a lot of labour, made
one. I then had a pickup, all on its own, with no guitar
to put it in. The magazine article said that the pickup
was also suitable for an electric Hawaiian guitar, so, off
to the music shops to find out what that was.
I looked at the brochures and prices of Selmer and
Dallas Electric Hawaiian Guitars and at the old   sec-
ond hand models in Renos music shop in Manchester.
The only musical instrument I had been interested in
playing was the Harmonica, but the electric hawaiian
guitar was in a different price bracket altogether; 10 -
15 guineas at least ! This was out of my reach, so I
decided that if I wanted one, I would  have to have a
go at making one. Oh dear - what a life changing step
I was about to take !
After a lot of labour, using the free brochures for refer-
ence (thank you Selmer), I finally ended up with my
first Electric Hawaiian Guitar, a copy of the least
expensive Selmer model, ( I still had to use the radio
as my amplifier ). I bought myself a ' How to Play the
Hawaiian Guitar ' book, a set of strings, finger picks,
thumb pick and a brass nickel plated ' Kidney Shaped
' bar , - I was doomed !
I plodded doggedly on trying to teach myself to play,
being inspired by tunes heard on the Wireless . I even-
tually found a guitar teacher from a small advert in the
B M G magazine. At the first lesson he said "I don't like
the Hawaiian guitar, but I'll show you how to play it" I
was his only Hawaiian Guitar pupil.  I had lessons for
about three months, then he announced he was con-
centrating on classical guitar, donated all his Hawaiian
Guitar material to me - gratis - wished me luck , said good
bye, and that was the end of my formal musical education.
I started to listen to records, anything with the sound
of Hawaiian guitar on. Felix Mendelssohn's Hawaiian
Serenaders-- Roland Peachey was a big early influ-
ence, Hank Williams, Bill Haley and the Comets.  The
skiffle boom was underway in Britain and I was
inspired to try and form a group with some of my
mates , who were, as I was, extremely raw musical
material - but keen !

I gradually improved my playing, and at last, I even-
tually bought a 'real' guitar, a Hofner 6 string EHG. As
I progressed I bought a second hand 8 string
Conchord single neck guitar out of a pawn shop, and
eventually, in 1956, ordered new a twin neck 8 string
Conchord from the maker in Leeds.
Soon after this, restrictions on the imports of American

instruments ended, and I soon found out about
Fender!
Having seen the quality of a Fender Telecaster, I
decided to buy, straight from the catalogue, a twin
neck Stringmaster through Barretts of Manchester
(Adrian Barrett and his father). I bought it from Barretts
because they were willing to order it without trying to
put me off the idea, due to the price! The price! I was-
n't put off by the price - I had the light in my eyes - I
was lost!  It was the most expensive Hawaiian guitar or
indeed any guitar they had ever sold.
I was by then playing in a CW band, Frank Yonco and
the Everglades, in and around the Manchester area,
also I had my own small dance quartet . I used to play
with a mate, Mike Latham, a very good guitarist and
musician, as a duo on some week-nights in pub
lounges around Manchester - instrumentals only, no
vocals , smoothie lounge music to help the landlords
sell more drinks. About this time I met Ken Ufton and
his circle of Hawaiian guitar enthusiasts and they
played me tapes of Speedy West, and a great
Canadian steel guitarist, Jack Mooney, playing a
Fender 1000 pedal steel guitar.
Hearing these sounds changed the direction of my
playing. I now had to have a pedal guitar, so; off to
Barretts to get them to part exchange the
Stringmaster. Barretts were big brass band retailers,
but found themselves, to their surprise, dealing in top
of the range steel guitars. I ordered a Fender 400 with
8 pedals from Barretts (part exchanging the
Stringmaster). 
I bought a Fender 400 because the instrument came
in one case. The Fender 1000 came in two. 
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I had visions of travelling to a gig far away and ending
up with one case - the one with the legs and pedal
board!  So the 400 it was. This was in 1962. 
The Fender 400, with four extra pedals, cost over
£350. When I ordered it, Barretts must have thought I
was seriously deranged; I could have bought a small
terraced house for that price!
The Fender 400 took about two months to arrive, when
it did, even the brass players at Barretts were
impressed when they saw it, this was serious top qual-
ity gear.
I decided to tune the Fender 400 to an A6th - F# A C#
E F#A C# E - set-up as shown in the handbook that
came with it. Previously I was playing on E13th and
various experimental tunings on the two neck
Stringmaster. I was to stick with an A6th set-up
(changing some of the pulls from time to time ) from
then on.
About a year later 1964, I turned professional and
went off on my first summer season at Sandown on
the Isle of Wight. This was a duo with guitarist Jack
Chadwick in a sea front bar  of the largest hotel in
Sandown; Hawaiian sounds at lunchtime on the patio,
outside, overlooking the beach, lounge sounds in the
evening, for four months. It all seemed very exotic.
On return to Manchester we got an engagement play-
ing in a very upmarket restaurant, The Carlton. The
diners were business types and actors from
Coronation Street, Granada and the BBC - music to
drip soup down your tie with! Very smooth - well - that's
how we played it!
We auditioned for the BBC Manchester and soon found
ourselves doing instrumental spots on Mid Day Music
Hall, Music through midnight broadcasts from Blackpool,
Scarborough and all sorts of small radio shows. After
about a year the restaurant job ended, Jack and I went our
separate ways, and I got a job in the house quartet at
Bernard Mannings Palladium club for four nights a week.
I had to fit in with the piano, bass, drums, jazz based out-
fit, backing visiting artists and acts. I played sax parts,
brass sounds (Speedy West, Alvino Rey) , jazz guitar
sounds a la Wes Montgomery, all sorts of sounds as best
I could, plus some instrumentals from me. 
The piano/leader Reg Goodwin had me in the band
because Bernard Manning liked the sound, but I
learned as fast as I could and we made it work well. I
stayed there for over a year.

On the three nights I wasn't at the Palladium club I
started playing at some CW nights held in pubs in and
around Manchester. It was at the country nights I start-
ed to feature some novelty numbers, gradually work-
ing them up into short routines that eventually became
the basis for my cabaret / variety act.
I left the Palladium Club and moved to the Yew Tree
hotel in Wythenshaw where the concert room seated
400 persons, had twenty waiters, six professional acts
a night, and all free entrance . This was the place that
Karl Denver had been discovered, and he put in a
good word for me with the 'Boss' Frank Tansey.
I played there six nights a week in the house quartet,
again backing the acts, but this time I was featured in
my own instrumental spot each night. I featured two
new instrumentals each week. I wrote out the
piano/bass/drum parts over each Sunday (no show
Sundays), a quick run through on Mondays and hey
presto a fresh act. The tunes I used were pop tunes of
the day like ' Up on the Roof', Sunshine Lollipops and
Rainbows, Dr. No (James Bond), T.V. themes-
Hawaiian Eye, Burkes Law, etc. etc. plus my novelty
numbers. This was when I started to practice my pat-
ter at the microphone. Thank God I didn't try to sing !!
It was from the Yew Tree that I appeared on
Opportunity Knocks, which was produced nearby at
the ABC Television Didsbury studios. The orchestra
leader of the programme, Bob Sharples, used to come
to the Yew Tree, saw me and told the producers of the
show about this novelty guitar act and got me booked.
My first TV appearance, -  with Hughie Green!
By this time 1965, I had acquired a car and an agent
Harry Gunn, who was also Karl Denver's manager. My
act was now fairly polished, so I left the Yew Tree and
Harry Gunn started booking me around the clubs and
on the U.S. bases in Germany/France/ and Italy. The
music and club scene in Manchester at the time was
fantastic. Musicians and acts from all over the world
were working there. There was a great after hours
drinking club scene for the club people that started at
2 am into the small hours.
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It was at this time I met Sammy Mitchell who was
playing guitar and bass guitar at the Queen of Hearts
club. I got to know Sammy very well. Hearing the Felix
Mendelsohns Hawaiian Serenaders stories and all the
Variety theatre and London session anecdotes first
hand. It was a crash course in British showbusiness.
Harry Gunn got me an audition with Richard Stone a
big London based agent who had Benny Hill and Dave
Allen, and all sorts of names as clients, and who also
produced summer shows. I was booked for the 1966
summer season at Weston Super mare in the
Norman Vaughan show.

From this season, Richard Stone, who was now my
agent, got me a months South African theatre tour with
the Matt Monroe show. I needed band parts for a the-
atre orchestra for the tour. Sammy Mitchell agreed to
write the arrangements, but I had to do the copying
and transposing of the instrumental parts, and he
would show me how. This turned into The Sammy
Mitchell Crash Course in Orchestral Arranging, a great
opportunity that I was always grateful for.
After the opening night in Johannesburg , I was asked
to make an L.P. record for Columbia/EMI. From sup-
porting act to record album in one show!  I went into
the EMI studio on the Wednesday morning with a
piano ( Freddie Van Doren - Matt Monroe's musical
director ) / bass/ drums and we did the whole thing in
four and a half hours. The record was on the the radio
the next day and in the shops all over southern Africa
a week later!  It was all happening at once!
Back in the U.K. Richard Stone got me a spot on The
Crackerjack Show on BBC T.V. This turned out to be
the first of four times on Crackerjack - and I never,
ever, got a pencil!
Summer Seasons with Roy Hudd followed, with
Pantomimes ( as Buttons - yes, that Buttons! ) and var-
ious T.V. spots. I even found myself doing T.V. com-
mercials - not playing, but performing in them!

Richard Stone sent me to do TV shows in Australia -
Graham Kennedy (in Melbourne) - Ernie Sigley (in
Adelaide) and various clubs.
I was now living in London and had started hanging
around the Nashville Rooms/Red Cow, CW circuit in
West London. Through this I met pianist Tom Parker
and through him my first session bookings.
I also started to visit Maidstone and Eric Snowballs
music shop. Yes -  I ended up buying a ZB single neck!
The trusty Fender and its eight strings was somewhat
limiting by now as the E9th sound was taking over.
When I bought the ZB I didn't want to use knee levers
as I thought they would get in the way during my stage
act ( I was up and down throughout the act )  - the
things we think of ! Anyhow I eventually decided to try
knee levers and ended up putting four on the ZB. I still
used the A6th tuning with the ten strings- F# A C# E F#
A C# E F# A'. I sold the Fender 400 eventually.
Most of the session work I did with (steel guitar and

Dobro), seemed to be any kind of music, so long as it
wasn't Hawaiian or country music. The most success-
ful were ' I get a Kick out of You' and the album 'Dingo')
by Gary Shearston, Jennifer Eccles (the Hollies), Two
albums (Banana Blush and Late Flowering Love) by
the Poet Laureate Sir John Betjeman, albums with
Laurie Stiver, Ringo Starr, Gerry Rafferty, Lena Martell,
Peters and Lee , Andy Devine, and others and all sorts
of Top Twenty type cover albums plus T.V. shows ( in
the orchestra ) with Frank Ifield amongst others.
In later years the comedy side took over the act and I
did more and more cabaret work. I worked in  theatre
companies for Butlins and in shows for the troops for
the Combined Services Entertainments /C S E, which
is the modern version of 'ENSA', in Germany, Northern
Ireland, the outer Hebrides and Belize.
By this time I had bought a single neck 10 string
Sierra guitar from Mick Byrne who was working for a
north London Music shop. The Sierra is heavy but
very, very stable and absolutely reliable. When I went
to Belize and Northern Ireland, it was in and out of hel-
icopters and was always in tune. Over the next few
years the cabaret and club scene finally died away as
the backing bands became backing tapes, and the
audiences changed.
I decided to call it a day, and so, to the sounds of
Aloha Oe, I pedalled (and knee levered) off into the
sunset.
I had always fancied a Rickenbacker Frying pan lap
steel. Naturally, being me, (mental), I decided to make
a copy. This turned out to be a lot of work. I ended up
making quite a few and sold them all. I've still got the
first one I made.
These days I have the Sierra pedal steel, a Dobro 7
String Hound dog, a large acoustic Hawaiian guitar in
the old original low bass tuning, my Rickenbacker
replica, a Kamaka Hawaiian Koa wood 1972 Ukulele,
a Gibson UB1 1928 Ukulele Banjo, a classical
Emberger Roman Mandolin circa 1900.
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